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NFR (Network Flight Recorder available at http://www.nfr.net)
is an IDS (Intrusion Detection System) that gives the users
a powerful tool for the war against illegal access to your
network. With the flexibility of this tool, network
managers can feel a little better about who is accessing
their network and where their employees are going.
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HOW DOES NFR WORK? FEATURES OF NFR
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The NFR Intrusion Detection Appliance (IDA) is a flexible,
extensible, general-purpose tool that addresses both
security and network management. NFR uses N-Code that was
released to allow the users the flexibility to configure the
IDA for their configuration. NFR is a programmable traffic
analysis/intrusion detection engine that can be instantly
updated when a new attack is discovered. Most IDS like ISS
RealSecure or Axent’s Intruder Alert/NetProwler require that
the vendor send out either an executable from ISS or a
signature from Axent. With NFR a user can write their own
request order and install it. NFR gives the users a chance
to customize the IDA to their needs.
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The architecture of NFR was designed as a set of
components, each tailored to a specific activity. Data is
gathered by one or more packet suckers, forwarded to the
decision engine for filtering and reassembly, and possibly
recorded to a backend for storage or statistical processing.
The query interface is kept completely separate from the
input data flow to minimize the performance impact
Of a users querying the system while it is collecting data.
The N programming language is a derivation of an interpreted
language designed years ago for use in a computer game. The
interpreter operates on a byte-code instruction set that
implements a simple stack machine. One advantage of this
approach is that NFR filters occupy very little memory, yet
are quite fast to evaluate. N is a complete programming
language including flow control, procedures, variables with
scoping rules, and list data types. Unlike many programming
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as "IP
address." Since NFR's may be used on large networks, we
chose to implement counter data types as 64-bit integers, to
reduce the chance of overflow
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HOW CAN YOU MONITOR YOUR SYSTEM?
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CONFIGURATIONS:
NFR can be configured in both distributed and stand-alone
configurations. In the stand-alone configuration, a single
NFR station gathers and stores information. The distributed
configuration places multiple remote stations on the
network, and each rolls their data to a central station.
Manage, query, and view alerts through the central station
and as you network grows, you add a new remote for that
segment. You can manage your IDA from any Windows machine
on your network. Change system settings, run queries, or
view and receive alerts from the location the convenient for
you.
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NFR has alerts that can be configured to popup on the NFR
Console. The alerts popup and make a beep on the console
which require immediate attention. The alerts are sent to
the NFR console and the NFR IDA Recorder. If you are not
running the console, you can use the alert viewer to view
the alerts at a later time.
Triggers within N-code occur upon receipt or detection of an
event that the code is attached to. Events can be triggered
with limitations on source, destination, ports, client or
server side (if known), or patterns within the TCP stream.
The syntax looks like:
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filter mailtrack tcp (client, dport: 25 ) {
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The filter above is a simple TCP stream trigger that will
monitor the client side of SMTP connections. The "client"
and "server" notion is based on the reassembly engines
recollection of which system initiated the connection that
is being observed.
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Keywords that can be placed within an event are:
client - from the caller
server - from the called
start: "string" - begin matching
stop: "string" - end matching
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opensession - on start of connection
closesession - on end of connection
port - IP port number (source or dest)
sport - source port
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dport - destination port
host - source or destination address
net - source or destination network
dst - destination address
src - source address
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A typical use is to configure an event to call N code for as
small a subset of received data as is practical, then
implement any further filtering in N code. To detect spam,
for example, you might select TCP traffic for port 25/SMTP.
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COMPONENTS:
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NFR uses an IDA engine to sniff packets from one or more
interfaces on the NFR IDA. Unlike a firewall, NFR IDA
engine does not actually touch the packet. It only observes
them to be recorded. Events tell the NFR IDA engine to take
some sort of action. Events can be a command and control
message, passage of time, and an arrival of a packet.
Backends is one of the components of the IDA. Within
Backends, you will have Filters, which list the event that
caused the NFR IDA engine to begin gathering data.
Configuration Files provide information about the title of
the backend and other information displayed via the NFR
console. Recorders write the information gathered by the
backends to files. List Recorders collects, records, and
maintain a log of activity. Histogram Recorders collects
statistical information in many dimensions, rather than the
one dimension typically used when gathering statistics.
Packages group related types of Backends together. Shared NCode filters that perform some of the processing for the
backends in the package. Configuration files provide
information about the title of the package and other
information displayed via the NFR console.
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